
Larry Crane Collection

Auction  November  21st 

Lot 1 Rubber Maid storage tub for letter sized hanging folders with quadrille pages, Vario sheets (8S), many
many page protectors and many many many empty acetate envelopes

Lot 2 Scott’s 2011 Classic Specialized Catalogue of Stamps and Covers for the world 1840-1940
Lot 3 Scott’s 2009 Specialized Catalogue of stamps and covers from the United States. Very useful information

about identifying the early US stamps
Lot 4 Book “The Stamp Atlas” printed in 1986 in Britain and the US. Useful information about he changes in

country borders, names, history and currency.
Lot 5 1.5" 3 ring binder with about 5 pages of Vario sheets and about 10 pages of Craft Stock pages filled with

stamps.  Looks like a start of topical pages on quadrille pages and a few one page exhibits entered at the
Hanover Club meetings.

Lot 6 1" 3 ring binder of pages for the Owen Sound Circuit books. No pages are full but feature various
countries.

Lot 7 8 page stock book, white pages, half full of stamps, some from GB and other misc countries
Lot 8 8 page stock book, white pages, half full of stamps, some from France and other misc. countries
Lot 9 A Unisafe stock book, 16 white pages, many many birds but the book has other misc stamps.
Lot 10 An 8 black page stock book labelled France, but filled with stamps from Belgium and Austria with a few

pages of misc stamps
Lot 11 3" heavy duty binder with a few Vario pages and about 10 Craft pages filled with misc pages and ending

with quadrille pages of topical stamps (birds, authors, bridges, animals dinosaurs etc.)
Lot 12 1.5" 3 ring binder with a few Vario pages and about, some from Belgium, 1 page of modern Canada off

paper (hockey players etc) a 1 page exhibit on baseball
Lot 13 A dark brown/orange decorative box filled with covers mailed from all over!
Lot 14 A lighter coloured decorative box labelled “covers” and there are many covers in it, but also mint postage

from Canada an many other countries, looks like topical stamps.
Lot 15 A Christmas gift tin filled with acetates having stamps form all over.  They seem to be mint or CTO,

possibly from an approval service.
Lot 16 A 3 ring binder with Owen Sound cancels the focus and some postal stationary, as well as a file folder of

Larry’s “Moose” collection
Lot 17 A 3 ring binder about GB Machins with pre-printed pages produced by Robin Harris as well as an

introduction.  Many machins in the album
Lot 18 3 three ring binders with pages from countries starting with the letters I, S, and T.  2 binders are 1" thick

and one is 1.5" thick
Lot 19 3 three ring binders with pages containing stamps from Great Britain
Lot 20 3 three ring binder with stamps from Germany. One binder has pages for Germany, from a Minkus album

(very few stamps) but lots in other two binders.
Lot 21 3 1" binders of Canadian stamps.  Most seem common.
Lot 22 2 1" binders with pages containing stamps from countries starting with letters B and C
Lot 23 2 binders with stamps from Antarctica and A letter countries
Lot 24 A 3 ring binder filled with stamps and pages from C countries.  Includes Cayman Islands, many many

pages of Chile, Costa Rica etc.
Lot 25 A 32 white page stock book containing used stamps from Canada.  Abut two thirds of the pages are full.

Duplication to be expected. Stamps from the 40's to modern
Lot 26 A Sterilite container about two thirds filled with loose stamps from all over.  Most off paper but some

still on paper.
Lot 27 A decorative box filled with hundreds of post cards most seem unused (400+ postcards)
Lot 28 9 small handbooks. 3 Topical Times, 3 ATA Bird checklists and three other books
Lot 29 3 Ring binder of stamps from Spain.  Seem to be laid out in year order
Lot 30 3 ring binder of stamps from the Netherlands.  Again, seems to be laid out by year
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